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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose. The purpose of this investigation is to make
a eritieal study of the relationship between the ability to
discriminate lifted weights and the following: (1)
intelligence, (2) scholastic ability, (3) age, (4) sex,
(5) frade, (6) athletic ability, and (7) ability in a wide
range of school subjects chosen as being indicative of
special aptitudes.
The Binet -Simon intelligence Test gives two months
mental age in the fifth and in the ninth years for the
ability to discriminate weights. This is a test, partly
at least, of sensory ability. Most of the sensory ability
tests formerly employed to determine intelligence hare been
discarded. The object of this study is to determine the
validity of weight discrimination as a measure of intelligenc
The writer also hopes to determine with what abilities, if
any, weight discrimination bears the greatest relationship.
Whether this ability is greater at any age or grade, and,
to what extent, is also to be determined.
FACTORS NOT CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY
There are a number of factors which may or may not
affect the results of this study, which are not considered
2because of the elusiveness of their nature. There la the
feet or of environment and early hoae training that Bight
influence the results of the test; heredity might alao be
of significance. Beither of these will be considered in
this thesis*
The conditions connected with administering the weight
tests were kept constant with a few exeeptions. Pome
children were tested in the mornln^, while others were
tested at noon and at 111 ©there at night. Pome of the
subjects had an incentive to do their best; due to ths
Interest shown by their families and friends, while others
did it as a sense of duty without any Incentive urging
them on*
The emotional faotors and physical conditions of the
pupils obuld not be controlled in the weight discrimination
test or in the intelligence tests. These factors cannot be
considered in this study, because of the difficulties In
and Impossibilities of measuring them.
ICRA^T^R II
Wfi*1? of w*vi0OR nnrvsnoAnew wjkiug oh ^i^^t ptutty
• HISTORICAL E^V^LO^^ST.
In retrieving previous literature related to weight
discrimination, it la apparent that very little work has
been dene in this field* The first hint appears to have
co e from that su^estivr Titer, Francis Giitcn ?
early as 1833 , the latter stated that he had found men
of marked ability to possess, on the *hole, an unusually
fine discrimination of minute differences in weight*
Galton appears to hare been diverted from the point by
other interests and to have contented himself with the
general Impression aforesaid, without clinching the
matter by systematic investigation*
In lS93 t at Sew Haven. Gilbert2 applied several
mental tests tc about chiliren cT both sexes smd
then compared the results with their "general ability9
(as estimated by their respective school masters) • Gilbert
believed that he found a real correspondence between
intelligence and weight discrimination. Gilbert used
weights of the "cartridge pattern" similar to those used
in the test administered by the writer* His method was
^Galton. Inquiries into Human Faculty * Hew York and
London lfcti?< . (Reprinted in 7verym;ins Library ¥0. 263)*
-Gilbert f J. A. Researches on the Mental and Physical
^ f Tf lopment of School Children , r t. Yale ^g. Lab. 2:
1894. -50-100
4less exact than could have been desired. His school children
had slmpljr to sort cut all the weights that were the same as
the standard 62 frame. As there *ere but nine comparison
weights, yielding a maximal weight of but 100 grar.s t Gilbert
encountered numerous cases in which no discrimination could
be mads within the range.
Spearman*, similarly employed cartridge weights »ith a
standard of 1000 grams and with a series of geometrical
increments, as proposed by Col ton2
. Galton used eleven
weights yielding the geometrical series 100, 104, 108.16,
112.46, 146.02, each number being 1C4< of the one immediately
preceding it. It is to be noted that the smallest Increment
sf the original Gal ton series 1/100 proved too coarse to
test the capacity of seas sf Spearman students while the
largest Increment (mentioned by Galton for use with 'morbid*
cases) proved too fins to test tns capacity of others. He
tested less than ninety children in three groups. The
largest group «u tested hurriedly. *lth no control of hem
the wei&hts were lirted or handled. The intelligence vac
based cn school marks , rank in school as commrr.{ to ag*
f
general impression produced upon other people, and common
Spearman. C. General Inte li£*noe Objectively Veternined
and Vm*s urea l A-- . J. ^s. ID: 1904, 2 61 -MS.
2 0alton. In aire* into K culty
. Hew York and
London lb83 (Beprinted in ^verynuuis Library Ko 26^).
»
Isense. Hone of these cculi be obj eetlvc- ly determined.
Bis correlations wsr© all positive but none of then were
high* They were as follews:
eight with cc&mon sense .38
Weight with school cleverness .37
Weight with see .37
Velght with general Intelligence ,44
Van Bicrvliet* used welghte of 500, 1000, 1500 end
2000 grass on the "favored* side of the body in the esse
of 100 students who were tested by him for asymmetry in
weight. The weights were lifted by a string to the
index finger, and & simple gradation method was employed
to determine the equivalent, for the left side, of a
given weight on the right side of the body. The method
is too unlike the standard method to admit of comparison
cf results* It My be stated, however, that the fraction
1/9, which the same author claims to have established as
a constant of *ey w*tr> in all *ense-Jer'*rt.nmta t was
also found in this test, e.g., a weight of 450 grams in
the left was equal to a weight of 500 grams in the right
hand*
A test carried on at Columbia University under the
name • perception of weight" or "force of movement*
consisted in lifting the handle of a spring dynamometer
1 Van Biervliet, J* J. Lasync-t r le sensorlelle . EST Ac.
Roy. Rci. 34: Serie ill, 1897, ImB| especially 3S0.
.07
.07
.09
Iuntil it touched a stop* The "reagent* then —die ten
successive attempts tc pull the handle to the s use point
when the stop was r^acved. X t is evident that the results
cited by Viseler* for this test are not ecmparatol* with
those obtained by the standard form of the weight-
discrlmlnation test.
Strong2 used eleven weights yielding the geometrical
series 100 t 104, 106.16, 112.48, I48.02 f each number being
104^ of the one immediately preceding it. This was the
s:*ne series used by Spearman. The weights eere to be
arranged according to the weight, the heaviest first , etc
.
Veils? carried on a similar experiment with six
weights, weighing 51, 53, 56 1 57 t 59 and 61 grams. He
worked with only ten subjects, four normal and four
depressed. Wo differences were found when averages were
compared, but t^o of the four depressed g*ve results much
below those of the others* The stimulus attitude has
been made the object of experimental study by Friedlander4 ,
ivissler, C The Correlation c-T Mentnl rani ?hysic^l Traits .
PS Uon t 3 He 6, l?0i P 62.
£ Strong, Y. K. Jr. A Comparison Between F^perlr-ent J TV*
Ciinlcal Kesults in Van lg-wlepreegiTe Insanity
.
Am J. Ps. 1913, 66-90, especially 60-82.
3Wells, If. L. On the Variability cf Indi yidu-.l Judgments,
Vesays, Philos. and njchvl . (in Honor of *ra. James,
19C3)
.
4Friedlan1er, H. V. Die ^ahrnehruns 1er Tchwere . Zts. f.
Psych., 83, 1920, 123-210.
7Yernberger1 t Rei<f; , and Rudisell • Tfiese stuiies have
shorn that Judgments of high precision cm he based upon
the stimulus attitude* Pernberger1 $ furthermore, has
declared that "all of the classical experiments In the
field Of lifted vslfhta have been performed under this
attitude.* Fulled!' h^s stated that *ths stimulus
attitude yielded the highest precision of judgment on the
basis of the weights themselves.* Fernberger* states
that the question of how many comparison pairs should be
used has net been satisfactorily settled. He says that
it would be desirable to use as many as possible hut the
time and the energy of the experimenter limits the number
to be used. Most experimenters employed seven pairs:
seven weights and one comparison weight. Fernherger8 ,
states that the weights used in experiments have differed
,
and also the method employed is lifting the weights has not
A ?ernfeerger, B. ¥1 Interdepen ienoe of Judgments wlthln the
Series for the Kethci ^ r Ccnst nt rtiraall » Jour Pxp
Psychol., 3, 1920, 126-150.
2 Reid, The Effect of Varied Instructions on the Perception
cf LlTted 'eights . Amsr. J. Ps.» 13P4» 35,
7 Rudieell, F. 8. Constancy of Attitude In height Peroention .
Am. J. Ps. f 1925, B, 562 -Sd7.
^Feraberger, 8. ¥. On the Fllmlnatlon of the T*o Txtrrar
Intensities of the Comparison rtlmull in the Kethofl cf
Constant Stimuli . *fcyool . BtT. Vol H Wo 5 Sept 3314 v 335
.
5Fernberger, S. W. A Hew Fora or rtlesuli for Lifted ~ t j
Txperiments. A. J. of Psy. 1320, SI, 147-151.
bssn tns .am. fox muny of the exp.rlaeBt.r.. Th. ,u e and
form of stimuli may «a*. B dirfr.no. «po„ th. measures of
•ensltitity. Th. mann.r of lifting th. weight. nu8t affect
the re.ult.
-Th. proossses underlying th. formations of
Jua*m*ntS in ••^t. .xp.rim.nt. are exceedingly
eompl.* and in^ol*. pr...ur., muscular, ptMi and t«di«,ou.
..nation, with wid.ly dlff.r.nt point, of origin which might
b. expected to mm* »ith th. T.ri cue font of w.lghts and
th. nann.r of liftin* the*,-* according to Fernb.rger
.
Fechn«r' 82 weight, were lifted on th. upturned palm of
the hand. Gal ton- u.cd shotgun
.hella loaded with .hot and
cotton. The weight, me grasps*, finger against top, thumb
against bottom.
Fttllsrton and Xc K. Cattail* employed flat wooden boxes
w.ighted with shot and cotton which w.r. grasped on the .id.
with the thumb and finger.
UrbanS used weights of th. same general form, mads of
*yernberg.r, S. sr., An Introarectiv* Analysis o* jg
Process of Comparing, Psychol. Kono. TXVI
, Sfff.
y.ohn.r, G. T. riemente Jer p* vehophyffr especially Vol 1.(Reprint Leipsg, lt<69, 1 iw7)
.
Gul
i
0
"> P ' i;?w};ic* intc Hu*"n ***Hm* York andLondon, ItHSZ (Reprinted in l^reryman. Library, Wo 263).
4*ui l** ton
» °* 8 * *nd c**t«ll. On the Perception of Small
Pif ferences. Phi la. 1898, llbF. —
'
5Urban, 7. U. The Application of Rtatl.tloal Method, to the
Prob-icaa fef PcychornyaicB, Phil*. .
,
lorta ir+\
Ihollow brass cylinders loaded tfith shot and mraffin ^hich
#ere alec grasped between the thumb and finger.
The ne* stimuli suggested by Pernberger1 and carefully
experimented with to prove that temperature and other chances
would not affeet it f consists of hard rubber, two and one-
half inches in diameter and one inoh hi^h. The different
weights that are to be used are added in such a way that
they are inccnapicicus.
I'Fernberger, S. * Be* Pore of Stimuli for Ll fte? ~>lghT*
Txgeriments . A. J. of Psy. IHB 31, 147-151.
10
CHA^T^. TIT
ettspeno* ct i>ata.
1. A get of discrimination weights . The discrimination
weights comprise a standard 80 grams, and 25 comparison
weights yielding the series in grams: 60,25
,
60.5, 81, SI .5,
82, 82.
5
f 83 9 83.
3
t 84, 84.5, fc5, 66, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92,
94, 96, 98, 100, 110, and 120 grans. The weights are of
identical else, shape and color, and are made of cardboard
to avoid disturbing temperature sensations. They are loaded
sitfc lead and are narked inconspicuously so that their weight
is net known to the subject.
2 » / screen . The screen was swide by covering *ith
cloth a large frame, twenty-few inches wide and thirty
inches long. Lengthwise through the center, this cloth
^ae slit. Across the top of the screen another vimc* of
cloth was fastened, reaching to the bottom gf the screen
and covering the opening mad* by the slit. The accompanying
photograph illustrates the apparatus used.
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3* Intelligence Testa . The intelligence teats for
determining the intelligence quotients »ere: 0^in*ner-
Cimnlngha»Bl for grades one and two, *Kaggerty*2 for gr*de
three , 'Katicnia*3 for £rades four to eight inclusive, and
•Terraan* 4 for grades nine to twelve inclusive.
The "Fintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test* is
designed to measure the mental ability of younj children
just beginning their school career. Mo knowledge of
numbers, letters, #ords or writing is presupposed. The
test is composed entirely of pictures. In staking a
response, only the simplest ruark is required of the child.
Another characteristic of the test is universality of
interest, in order that no group of children In a particular
environment may have an advantage over any other group.
The subject matter of the test is so selected as to attract
and hold the attention of each child. The coefficient of
correspondence of this test given about t*c days apart is
iRudolph Pintner and Bess- V. Cunnin^haS^ Plntner -Cunningham
Priisar:, Mental Test m Published by ^orld Book Cenipnny,
Yoniers -on -Hudson, New York C \ty and Chicago Illinois*
2U. ?. Haggsrty , Haggsrty Intelligence rxamlnatlcn » University
Of .a innesota . Published by rorld Bco>; Company
.
7 Satlo*ial Intelligence Teats Prepared under the Auspices of
the national Research Cuuncil by K. T. Haggerty, L. K.
Terman, r. L. Thornciike, C. M. Whipple, and R. B. Yerkes.
Published by World Book Company.
4 Terman Group Test of Kental Ability by Le*is ¥. Term&n,
Stanford University, California. Published by ^orld
Book Company.
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.93. The coefficient of correlation between this test and
the "Stanford Revision of the Binet -Simon Test' in .82
.
The coefficient of correspondence of the *Haggerty
Intelligence Test" fiven tc the tame pupils about six ??eeVs
apart was found to be .787 . Considering the small range of
ability represented this coefficient of correspondence has
a very substantial character and indicates a high reliability
for the teat*
The National Intelligence Testa . Thie test was prepared
under the auspice* of the Rational Research Council by ¥• Wi
Hangerty, L. U. Terman, L. ThornJike, O.K. Whipple, and
R. 1$ . Yerkes.
»?he Term&n Group Test of Kental Ability* for grades
seven through twelve was prepared by Lewie V. Terman,
Stanford University, California. The test, as it stands,
is composed of aaestlcns and problem *hich were selected
from a much larger nuaber by correlating each separate
item with •dependable* eie&sures of mental ability. The
criterion used for this purpose was a composite which
included grade, location, age, total score on a two-hour
raent a test, and ratings of the pupils by from two to
five teachers on intelligence and equality of school wcrV.
These tests were chosen as the best tests available
for the grades to be tested. Fosse other tests that *i£ht
•13
ft&*e been used are: Otis Group Intelligence Testa for all
^r^f : i Lrarbcrn Grout? Teeta fcr ail grades; and the Detroit
71 ret Grade,
The tests used are all group tests and were administered
according tc the instructions of the several tests used. The
tests *sre all administered by the writer, during school
hours, and conditions srexe held constant* The instructions
for giving the tests were followed verbatim. Ko sur*>l ementary
explanations cr remarks of any kind were given. In order to
maintain uniform conditions in giving the test, no questions
from the pupils were allowed. Cart ?&s used in arranging the
pupils sc that they could not copy from each ether. If this
arrangement were not possible the pupils were carefully
watch* 1, and the paper of any chili caught copying fas marked
so as not to be counted in the scoring cf the class. The
teachers of the grades taking the test acted as monitors.
The scores cf each test were converted into mental
ages by the use of tables furnished by each test.1 Th*
mental age of th* cfail 1 was divided by the chronological
age. The quotient multiplied by one hundred is the intelligent
quotient or I.
The data on ag* t grade, and inarms, *ere secured from the
school records. The fsark for each pupil in the various
S See Aryendix, p .
a
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subjects used in the test is a composite mark found by
taking the mark received by that pupil each year that he
;r 3 brtn in school* The average of these marks was the
final i*&rk used to indicate his ability in that subject.
The subjects chosen for comparison with weight discrimination
sere: mathenatics
,
language, home economics t and commercial
subjects. Tut^e subjects *ere chosen because the writer
believes Ux&t they represent a wide range of abilities.
4. Subjects . About 310 subjects ranging in age from
six to twenty and in grads from 1*12 werr used in this
study. The research was oarried on In the public sohocls
of Swantcn, Vermont • These children come from very different
types of hemes. Pone of the children have all the advantages
that are to be desired. They Have good hoates, good breeding,
good training and the bast of companions. Others have
nothing: their parents are poor, have no education, *nd do
not know how to train their children even if they desired
to do so. The fathers of the better families are the
leaders in the t c?n ; csany of *iic» hold government positions.
A few of the fathers work in the rnarbl* mill. The majority
of the poorer class have no work to do. Sos*e are supported
by chcixity. These people are mostly French Canadians. Just
before the Armistice *as signed asnunition factories were
opened here. This brought sawgr people froa Canud*. They
Msettled here and have not had any *©rk since the close of
the war*
Subjects of vide range in age and school grade *ere
chosen in order to determine whether the validity of the
test is relatively constant or distinctly wnrlable from
the first to the twelth grade of public schools. By
using such a vide range it will be possible to determine
in eh&t year and In what grade there is the highest
correlation between the ability to discriminate weights,
and intelligence*
Hon* of the pupils used in this experiment hare ever
been tested before, either with Intelligence tests or with
a "weight* test*
All items ffhicb failed to differentiate pupils of
kno#n brightness frost pupils of kna*n dullness were
eliminated* Power, rather than speed, determines the
pupil 1 a score. The personal equation of the examiner is
reduced to a minimum* The pupil does no writing*
5* Procedure - ?ei£ht discrimination . The general
plan of procedure embodies: (1) a preliminary series of
trials between the standard and various comparison weights
to f .miliarlace the subject with the conditions of the test
and to indicate to the experimenter the probably r critical
region" in which the subject's limen will be found;
1?
(8) the selection frost the region of a stimulus difference
(tine standard and a single eoispariscR weight) which may be
expected to yiel i about eight right Judgments in ten, and
.?hieh is given ten times (fire times *ith the standard
first, five *i th the comparison weight first—the arrangement
being determined by chance 9 and; (3) the final confirmation
of the difference that yields eight correct Judgments in ten
by the trial of a slightly smaller or a slightly larger
stimulus •
irhen taking this test, the subject stands before the
table upon which the weight© are placed* The subject's
vie* ©f the weights is out off by the screen. The subject
puts his hand through the slit in the screen. The cloth
which is fastened across the top of the screen covers up
the slit but dees not prevent the subject from lifting the
weights easily. In each trial the experimenter selects a
comparison weight, detersiines the order (standard first or
comparison first) then, *ith a warning "nowV places the
first weight between the subjects thumb and his first and
second fingers. The subject lifts this weight, %nd replaces
it upon the table. The experimenter then mickly removes it
and substitutes the seconi weight of the pair under trial,
which is, in turn, lifted and replaced by the subject. The
judgment must then be given promptly by the subject and
Id
always in terms of the second weight; •henwier"
,
"lighter*,
or "equal •* Ifhen the subject thinks the weights are the
same he is given another trial with the s ruse weights *
*?hcn the test given, the discrimination of
five-tenths of a gram was the beet score obtainable.
H&ny individual differences were noticed* Very little
preliminary practice was necessary to acquaint some of the
pupils with the test, while others needed a long practice
before they couli even discriminate the weights of the
largest increment. Some pupils carse to a decision
Immedla *ely , while others hesitated a long time before
venturing to give a decision.
Cogiments on Procedure
The tedium of testing over three hundred children
ranging in age from six years to twenty years and from
grade I to grade XII was relieved to a great extent by
the interest shown by the pupils. The testing was all
done before and after school, and on Saturdays. A great
many of the children came voluntarily while many others
were waiting for an invitation. Families, grades and
•g^ngs 1 competed tc see who oculd get the best score.
One test was net enough for a great many* especially the
younger boys* They wanted tc try ag**in to see if they
could not improve their scores. However, competition
was not the only reason for the children** wishing to take
It
the test again. They enjoyed lifting the weights. T©
them it was a new game, savoring of the mysterious, *ue
largely, apparently, t© the presence of the screen. They
liked te play the game thei?ss<*lves but they alec liked to
watch their friends*' On Saturday, appointments fer taking
the test ^re made, so that too many children *ouid not
appear at once* After the appointees were tested, they
went hose or to their friends and cause back with as many
more as they could induce to try the g *»e.
Many came cut of curiousity, because those who had
taken the test could not tell Just what tt was cr *hat it
*aa for. They only knee that it was great sport and that
every one in the school could do it cnce. One day, the face
and naste of a email first-grade girl, who appeared for the
test, was ve familiar. Upon being questioned she said
that she had not taken the test. She took it. Then the
names were checked later, her name appeared t*lee.
Not all the children were as anxious to take the test
as those previously mentioned . Then the teacher sent one
little first-grade boy to take the test he began to cry
and, try as she would, she could net. get his to come for
the test. Several children were afraid to take the test
because they did not know what it might be. One very
backward boy frc» the third grade, «hc had nn I. ** of 40,
26
refused to try the twt. Later, when he was persuade* to
take it, he was able to discriminate five-tenths of a graft*
The dull children, on the whole, were sore reluctant about
taking the test than were the brighter pupils. The pupils
taking the test showed sauiy individual differences. Some
*ere nervous and excited; others were as undisturbed as if
they had performed the saae task a&ny times before. To
some, the siere thought of competing was an incentive; to
others it *as a drawback, ^ords of encouragement were
necessary to esake many of the pupils do their best. Tvery
now and then some pupil would begin to guess, thinking
that there must be some definite arrangement if only he
could hit upon it. The younger children, especially, wsre
slow to learn what was desired of them, but in tine they
learned and discriminated, sosnetises very closely.
-1
CHAPTFH IV
STATISTICAL IJrnpR^H'^?ATTCK<T
in terpreta tion of mt,
, Tj;(. statistical interpretations
that are used *re graphs, tables, means, average*, coefficients
of correlations, «nd probable error.. The use of the graphic
method supplies a aost serviceable and effective .eans of
shoeing at a glance all of the important features in the
distribution of a series of measurements nnd, likewise, of
relatione between series of seaaureisents.
The usual form of graph for illustrating the distribution
of a aerie* of measurements is constructed as felloes: dra*
tec lines, 0 Y and 0 X <*lgure 1) in the form of coordinate
axes, i.e., with 0 Y perpendicular to C-x. Upon the
horiaontal or X-axis, lay off convenient intervals
corresponding to the units cf measurement of the series to
be plotted; upon the vertical, or Y-axis, lay off intervals
corresponding to the frequencies of the series. In the
illustration (Figure 1) , »e mark off on the X-axis, 23
inter** as corresponding to the increments of the weights
used* Upon the Y-*xis #e stark off equidistant intervals
for the runfie cf frequencies from 5-35. *?e next locate
the series of 23 points* The first point lies vertically
above the *25 mark at a distance equal to three of the
vertical units; the second lies vertically above the .5

5>2>
mark at a distance equal to thirteen vert leal unite , etc.
By joining the 23 points thus located, the resulting line
evidently gives the distribution. Any point in this line
18 fixed by statins its abscissa, cr distance from the
Y-axis, and its ordinate, or distance from the X-axis*
Kost measures of mental and physical traits form
distributions arhich tend to approximate a standard share
when represented graphically, A typical iistributicn is
one in ^rhich there are a few small measures and a few large
ones, with most of the seasure* near the center of the
distribution. The distribution tends to be symmetrical.
The distribution given by Starch1 is 7-24-58-24-7. This
means that in the lowest fifth there should be 7^ of the
cuses; in the next lowest fifth there should be 24^, etc*
Such a distribution is called normal. The central tendency
of the frequency distribution is the 'center* of it. The
characteristics of the central tendency of the curve #re
the average, the mode, and the median. The average is found
by adding together the grades used and dividing by the number
of such grades. The quotient is the average. The median
is the middle score, or the score which has as esany scores
above it as it has below it.
A St&roh, D. yduc** t i onal Psychology , Kacsti llan Comnany,
He* York, 1924
24
One way In which a frequency distribution nj depart
fr©» the ncrm&l shape is by being unsymaetrlcal
. Thie
type Of irregularity is called •skewness* . The formula
approved by Thornrflke 1 for finding the amount of skewnees
it:
(me f;n-Median)
skewnes ft 1 c
In thie formula the menu is the average; o stands for
standard deviation. The method for finding the standard
deviation is shown under the dlsoussion of the coefficient
Of correlation
•
According to Whipple^ t *the difference between the
comparison weight that yields eight right judgments in
ten ar«d the standard eighty gram, affords the
absolute difference 11 men. The fraction formed by taking
this difference as the numerator and the standard weight
as the denominator affords the relative difference limen,
and Is the common index of efficiency in the test, since
relative e*?*aclty is found to be nearly constant for a
given individual within a wide range of absolute weights,*
This method of recording results has been suggested *nd
used by Thiprle2 , and has been adopted by other writers.
i Tu" ? G
.
'V-'ney , An Introduction to the Thrcry c r 1 istlcs t
p. 150
2¥Uipple t C. H. K&nual of Mental and Physical Tests . Harwich
and York Inc., 1914, p. HBmHK
25
In this ffork the absolute difference listen is the fom In
which most of the date are recorded*
Coefficient of Correspondence * In interpreting
relationship* between sets of paired facte such as these
of weight discrimination and Intelligence quotients, the
method most oossscnly used is that of the coefficient of
correlation.
Monroe1 ie very clear in hie explanation cf the method
of confuting the coefficient of correlation and on the
following page ie illustrated his method as used in this
study.
The coefficient of correlation nay be laid to be a
statement cf functional relationship, i.e., a statement of
the change In one variable factor which accompanies specifled
changes in the other variable faetcr. The coefficient of
correlation may tike any value between C, which is the
result when there is no correlation at all between the
factors compared, and eighter 1 or -1. tfhen either of
the latter values occur, the meaning is that the correlation
is perfect, i.e., for every change ie one of the factors,
there is * definite and constant proportional change in
the value of the other, / positive correlation means that
as the one variable Increases in value, the other variable
1 Monroe, ^. S. The Theory if SB5ES55I BSBEBBBt
p. 536-341.
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increases, and Tlce Tem , A negative correlation senna
that as on? variable incresiSes, the second variable
decreases
•
The probable error Is a measure of dispersion which
is fully significant only when it applies to a distribution
folio* ing the normal law of error. The probable error in
a normal distribution is equal tc .6745 times the standard
deviation. Jk range of twice the probable error, centering
at the mean, will Include 50^ of all the observations* A
r-n,;e of eight times tba pfftbfcfe&S error , II— Isillg nt thr
tte&n, will approximate 99;t of all the observations.
Authorities differ with reference to the ratio that must
exist between the coefficient of correlation and its
probable error before the existence of a relationship
c be asserted. Monroe* states that the coefficient of
correlation must be four times the probable error before
the existence of a relationship can be asnumed.
Eugg2 siakee a study of the different correlations
from a number cf colleges, and, as a result, classifies
positive correlations as tc their value according to
sifce. His classifications are as follows, and are referred
1 lien roe: Th'-iry of ^uc^tiena.! Menr.ur rrrr.ts . Houghton t
Kifflin 4 Co, 1923. p. 347
~V K. A. "t-ttlBUC - i*Hj " II I uc-M*-n,
p. 256-257, Ucughtcn, Mifflin Co. 1917.
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to In the interpretations of this study: Vhen r is below
.15 or .20, the correlation is "negligible.* It is
• present but low" where x ranges fro* .15 cr .20 to ,35
or .40. It is •markedly present* or *marked# when r ranges
from .35 or .40 to .50 or .60, and is "high" when r is above
•60 or .70. The accompanying graph Fig. 1 is a frequency
curre of the distribution of pupils according to their
ability to discriminate weights. All the pupils in the
school are represented in this graph* The characteristics
of the central tendency of the curre are: average 6.9 f
median 6. The amount of the skewness of the curre figured
by Thcrndike f s formula is .65.
The average ability to discriminate is a limen of 6.9.
This means that the average child can tell the difference
between ISO grams and 86 .9 grams or 87 grans.
Veber * states that he found, in his study on four
subjects* a limen of 7.5 grams to be the average sensible
discrimination for lifted weights.
Seashore2 states that the average constant for a good
observer is 4.7 grams.
Fpearman* quotes a limen cf 5 1/5 for a test mads under
IVcber, T. K. X>er Tasteivur una das CeuictngefubK In ?'--oner's
Uaud*crterbucfc a. Volume M, 1^46
2 seashore, C. JT. Plementarv Fxr-erimente In Psychology. Www
York, 1908. p. 96.
-Spenrn»n, C. General Intelligence Objectively T>rterralned
*r. Measured . >m. J • T¥. 15: 1904, 201-593.
unfavorable conditions and a llmrn of 4 fcf & teat Made
V upon older children under favorable conlit ions.
Burt's1 results are b&sed. cn a standard of 100 grax*
and indicate a much leap fine discrimination
a
possibly iue
to differences in the arrangement and execution of hie tests*
These investigators have neither used the large number
of students nor covered so *ids a range of a^es as used in
the prssent study. B my young children used in the authors
test would result in a higher average weight discrimination
listen than that fcund by other Investigators.
individual i.-if Terences • The work of every investigator
has shown that the capacity to discriminate lifted wltf* ts
Jiffers very considerably among normal pupils, even *hcn
age | sex, ana practice factors are eliminated. The writer
* found three pupils in three hundred *hc could discriminate
SO grams and 80. 25 grams and thirteen who could discriminate
60 grams and 50.5 grains. Three pupils could Just discriminatr
60 grams and 110 grans ; t«o could net discriminate at all
between these veighta. The abilities in the first grade
ranged fro* an absolute difference limen of 2 grams tc one
cf 20 grams; in the twelth grade, they ranged from .5 grains
to 8 graira. There aas a wide range of abilities in the
several grades.
*1*urt. C. rxreii^Hii ^i T fg.tt *f Gfner i I rt diligence , Br, J»
Pa. It 1309, ^4-177
«
rT*bl« 1 ehcmm the ranee of abilities for the aerered
I grades
.
TJffL* 1
Or*d« I II III IV V VI VII
Ritngc 2-30 .5-25 2-16 .25-25 .5-12 .5-12 .5-18
Grade VIII IX Z XI XII
Range 1-12 .25-12 .5-b .25-B .5-8
nange of abilities in the several grades,
•
Figure 2 is a graphical representation of Tuble ft.
The widest range ie seen tc he in the first four grades and
grade VII, The reason for this is that in the lower grades
the ability to discriminate weights has net fully developed
in many of the children* The range is wide for the seventh
grade because one seventeen -year-old feeble-ninded girl had
a score of 16 for the weight discrimination test* The next
highest score *as a 11 men of 9 grams.
T'.xpen^ence on A*r.e . i* wi ie range cf ability has been
sho*n to exist for each age. There is a gradual iwrroveiwent
in weight discrimination frow the sixth to the thirteenth
year* From eleven to sixteen, developmental disturbances
appear; discrimination apparently improves thereafter.
Brooks1 states that the powers of sens cry discrimination
•*BrccfrB y Fowler P.. The ^sycholofty of /. .iclegcence . 19 ^.
r
i
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Ai Figure 2.
(She range of weight discrimination
ability in the several grades.
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do not increase during the years of adolescence. Since
the pupils in eacn group axe in different stages of adolescence
we find some that are still improving in weight discrimination
ability and some that are not. After sixteen years of ags the
average weight discrimination ability improves since nearly
all are at this age sexually mature. Table 3 shoes the
average weight discrimination ability for the several ages.
TA8L? 2
Discrimination of Lifted heights on Age.
age • 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1* 15 16 17 16
19
Median 13.4 12 9.2 6 6.3 6.5 5.3 5 5.5 4.5 5.97 5.1 2.8
1.8
Listen
Gilberts found a gradual improvement in discrimination
from the 6tb to the 13th year. Developmental
disturbances
appeared from 12-14 and discrimination did net improve
thereafter. Gilbert's method by which these results
were
obtained is, as already noted, open to criticism.
His
subject, had merely to s ort out the w.ig*f
sq«*l to the
standard. The coefficient of
correlation between ages
and lifted weight, i. .38 .03.
Thi. indicate, that there
i. a marked relationship between
the ability to discriminate
weights and the age. In the upper grades, the range is
rcu>ert, J. ... zfpSES^"";^ ,• ----- ..
1694 t 40-100
•
?2
narrower because the ability has apparently fully divsltfsi
and becavsr the number of pupils le smaller*
Table 3 shc*s the range of abilities for the several
ages
.
The range in grams of the weight discrimination ability
of pupils in the several ages.
/ge Range Age Range
6 3-30 13 .5-10
7 1-30 14 .5-12
9 2-25 15 .25-12
9 .5-23 16 1-12
10 .5-16 17 1-12
11 .5-25 IB .5-4
12 .25-12
Figure 3 is a graphical representation of this table.
The widest range ef abilities is shown to be from the sixth
through the eleventh year. This agrees "ith the range in
the grades since children in the first four grades are
usually under eleven years of age.
Gilbert- used a standard weight of 8 grams and only
nine comparison weights, yielding a maximal eelrfit
of but
33
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100 grasss. He encountered numerous o srs in which no
discrinlaati on MiU be made.
Th« smallest inore&ent of the original Gal ton
1
series 1/100 proved too coarse to test the capacity of
so*« cf Speartmn's?- subjects while the largest increment
proved to© fine to test the capacity of ethers.
Therefore
fro* the results of this study the ability tc
discriminate
•eights can be said to improve with age.
Spearman's results agree with the writer's. He
found
a correlation of .37 between lifted weights
and age.
T»
r
j>ndenoe cn Sex . Boys are supericr to girls in the
ability Of discriminate weights. The average
limen for the
boys was 6.26 grams and for the girls 8.3 grams.
Then boys and girls are considered together
there is
a gradual increase in ability to the eleventh
year, but
when considered separately, .arked difference,
of sex apresr
At six and seven, the girls are superior
to the boys. After
that, except in the tenth year, the boys
are superior to
the girls until the fourteenth year, when
the girls are
•lightly superior to the boys. In the
sixteenth year the
boye arc again superior.
_____
Lcndon, lie*, printed in Wsryaan- < library,
Nc. Z6. .
2*P— . *** nenT l Tntelli^nce ffiffi&j*^i»n.l Measured . An. J. ?s., 19.
*
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The boys continue to improve after the seventh ysar
until the fourteenth yetr. This la the tl<$# -hen ^evelcr-msnt
disturbance* art car for the boys* The girls improve from
the sixth year to the eleventh with the single exception
of the eighth ys&r, which has a trifle higher average linen
than the seventh year. From the eleventh year t the girls
continue to improve until the sixteenth year. The
superiority of the girls in the l4th t Ifith and 17th year
is probably due to the earlier maturity of girls. The
differences in the sexes is due probably to the difference
in the adolescent years for boys and girls*
Table 4 shows the average ability to discriminate
weights in the various ages.
VKftK* 4
Average weight discrimination ability in grams for
the sexes according to age.
Ifedian Linen
Age 6 ? • » 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Boys 13.8? 16.1 9.0* 7.5 «.« 5.72 3.5 3.05 5.54 5.5 4.7 5.75
Girls 13.2 9.3 9.43 8.956.07 7.9 6.44^85 5.4 3.SS 725 4.43
Table 5 sh^ws the difference of the sexes in the
various grades in the discrimination of weights.
*Average weight diaerimi nation ability in grsaa
the *ex*>s &ocording to grade.
Median
Grade I IT III rt V VT VII VTTT
Foys 17.8 11.5 7.7 6.78 3.9 5.8 2.75 5.05
G iris 17.1 9.8 8.8 8.07 4.68 5.17 6.64 5.25
IX X XI XII
4.56 4.£4 5 2.36
3.2 3.3 5.66
The boys improved until the sixth grade ; the girls
until the fifth grade. The girls are very little superior
to the hoys in the sixth grade *nd not **gain until the tenth
and eleventh grades. The superiority in those latter grades
is probably due to earlier maturity of girls. That hoys are
superior to girls in the discrimination of lifted weights is
conceded by all investigators.
1'iss Thompson1 is inclined to find the explanation for
this difference in the same factors that eake boys superior
in tests of meter ability, though this would net appear
of
necessity to affect a sensory capacity. Spearman, on the
the other hand, contends that the fluctuating differences
Be* Tork, 1*08. p.261.
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of sensory discrimination observable in oonnection with
sex st the various stages of growth are chiefly, and
perhaps altogether, a aere consequence of similarly
fluctuating differences in intelligence.
Burt ami Uoore1 find the median for boys to be 8.5,
and for girls, 12.5.
Gilbert2 concludes that ti>e sexes net only diffsr
but that this disagreement is a quantity fluctuating from
year to year according to the various periods of growth
and especially at puberty.
There seen* to be no adequate explanation for the
superiority of boys in the ability to discriminate weights.
rrr
j-n.i»nce on Grade . The ability to discriminate
weights increased froa the first t. the sixth grads.
Tro*
the seventh grade the ability continued to increase
through
the tenth grade. The superiority of the fifth
grade H*
be due to the fact that less than a third of
the pupils in
the fifth grade are girls; it has been shown
prsvicusly
that boys are superior in this ability.
Table 6 shows the increase in ability eith
the advance
in Grade.
_____
?&. 3; lW| P« 36fi
•
Gilbert, J. A. marches on the. Mental and Physical
lVeweiatsrent c> gshool ChiUpn . 3d. Yale ?s. Lab. 2. WW.
40 -100
•
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TAM.T 6
Average weight diacrimi na < Ion ability in grafts in the
various grades
.
Grade X TI III IV V VI VII VTTI
Average 14.35 10. 47 7.77 7.43 4.48 5.39 5.47 5.2
Grade IX X XI XII
Average 5.2 3.76 4.1 4.0
The coefficient of correlation bet»««n weight
discrimination and grade is .45 .03. This indicates
a positive marked relationship between weight diseriminati on
ability and grade.
Impendence on Athletic Ability. The athletes for this
test were chosen by observation of the coaches of the
basket-ball and base -ball teas*. The average weight
discrimination ability for the twenty-eight athletes was
3.76 grama for the non -athletes i.69 grams.
The superiority ©f the athletes may be due to the
fact that during training the athletes are taught how to
handle the ball for certain desirable results. In
most
cases, the muscles in the ar«s of the athlete
are batter
developed. This fact may also make them more
able to
discriminate weights.
T^ndenee c" -Handnesg. The average ability
to discriminate weight. was 7.4 gra*.
for the left handed
and 6*9 grains for the normal* Thin agrees with Van
Biervllet'fi* findings. He claims to have established
1/S as a constant of asyaaetry In all marine departments.
This was found to be true in his test, e.g. f * weight of
450 grass in the left was sju&I to a weight of 500 grans
in the right.
Err.cn ierxe is* Intel licence * Figure 4 is a frequency
curTs of the distribution of pupils according to their
intelligence quotients* The curve Is symmetrical . It
^ives th* same value for the median as for the average.
This value is 92. The fact that the average I. is 92
indicates that the average student has an X. %a eight
points belov the ncrsal which is 100. One reason for
the average being low is because of the prssenoc in the
school of mn students who are known to be feeble -winded
.
This was the first tost of the kind that those pupils had
ever taken, which might also tend to lower the scores.
Better acquaintance with tests would likely raise the I.
several points. As has been previously states, roar
intelligence tests were used. Figure 5 shews the distribution
of scores as obtained by the use of the several tests.
Figure 6 shows the range of the I. * f s obtained as a
result of the four tests used.
1 BSvIIsC; J- i./Vagyruetrie smscrie lle. Bu. A . C. :<oy
Sci. f 34: Eerie III 1897 326-366
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Figure ? shews the range of weight discrimination
ability in the four intellig -nce-tes t groups. The
irregularity of these grarhs ia due to the fact that a
relatively few subjects 1b each grour were tested, and that
the weights used covered such a *ide range. They io, however,
show that in each group there were a few pupils who were
very good, a few -*ho were very poor while the majority of
the cnaes were about average
The range of intelligence quotients was from 40 to
141. The average I. %m wae 92. The oorrelatlrn between
the ability to discriminate weights and the intelligence
quotient is .23 .04. A positive correlation exiete
between these two factors; according to Rung's1
classification it is present but low.
Table 7 shows the correlation between weight
discrimination ability and intelligence nuotlente for the
separate ages.
A nu£g f H . C, Statistic:*! Mf:hua aonlie ""^icafcUn ".'
p. 256*7 Hcughton, Bifflin & Company.

<i5
Coefficient of correlation between weight
discrimination ability and Intelligence quotient for
the various ages.
A*e Coefficient of *«e Coefficient of
Correlation. Correlation..
6 .13 .13 12 .15 .1
7 .52 .1 13 .16 .11
8 .31 .1 14 .24 .1
9 .52 .1 15 .32 .1
10 .32 .12 16 .16 .12
11 .32 .12 16-19 .34 .1
There is a marked positive correlation for ages
.even and nine. The correlation is present but lo*
for
ages t, 10, 11 and 16-19, but the probable error
in ths
latst four cases is so large that ths existence
of a
relationship cannot be assumed. Figure 8 is a
graphical
representation of Table 7*
Table 8 show, the coefficient* of correlation
between
weifiht discrimination ability and intellicence
quotient,
in the several grades*
Figure 8.
Coefficient of correlation between weight
discrimination intelligence quotient
lor thiI various MM •
I 1
L..J
1i 1
/J /f
7The coefficients of Correlation within the eeYeral
grades between discrimination ability and I.
Grade C. of C. Grade C. of C
Z .014 .14 VII
.38 .13
II .22 .1 VIII
.71 .07
III .16 .1 IX
.025 .14
IV .03 .13 .36
.12
V .16 .1 XI .16 .13
VI .26 .1 XII 1 .266 .12
As may be seen from Table 6 a high correlation
exists
between this ability and intelligence in the eighth
grade.
The correlation i» negative for grades IV, V,
IX, X and XI,
but it ie »o lo» that it ie negligible.
Pro* the data collected there can be no
adequate
explanation drawn for this superior correlation
in the
eighth grade.
Figure 9iia graphical repreeentation of Table 8.
The bare belo. the aero line indicate a
negative correlation
Ppearaan's1 index of correlation between
discrimination
of lifted weights and general intelligence
for twenty-four
of the oldest children cf a village
school was .43 .1.
«g| Mfagore4 s Am* •? Fc » *
rfigure 9.
Coefficient of correlation between
weig&t discrimination ability and
intelligence quotient for the
various grades.
A
in on. X E f Ji- ^ m 3^
4*
This higher correlation may be due to * difference in
determining r,he intelligence of the subjects. The
intelligence of school children was based on school
starks; rank in school as compared to age; general
impression produced upon other people, and common sens p.
How near this rank of intelligence would approximate the
rank obtained by the use of the intelligence tests it would
be hard to say. There was much more chance for error In
Spearman's tests, however, due to their subject ireness
.
In Spearman's sork with high class preparatory school
pupils, under less desirable test conditions, the
correlation was only .12 .09, which does not indicate
a significant relationship. In this group there were only
23 boys; they were tested in a group in which there was no
control of the handling of the material. The weights
were
passed from one boy to another. The author found the
correlation between the ability to discriminate weights
and the intelligence quotient to be .23 .04.
Hurt
concludes from his own tests tfcft* 'the connection
between
•eight discrimination and intelligence seems to
be either
sero or ewen slightly inverse (about .10).- Whipple's*
test
with fifty school boys shewed no correlation
with intelligence
tygr r
., gaggia '>wtg c{t BBSS MBEBggg Br - J *
PS, 3: 1909, 94-177.
Whipple, C«y IControse, Manual tUtSg&jg* &B&M^
Baltimore, U.8.*. *ar«ich and York, Inc. WM p.zzs.
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In the Bi net -Simon ac«le the teat of arrangement of
weights, which necees it&tes discrimination of lifted
velghts, la a nine-year teat. Thia woul i see** to agree
with the narked correlation between I. %. and *rei^ht
discrimination ability found by the author to exiat in
the ninth year.
The Feable-Hinded . Only two pupils ware unable to
perform the test. One of these had an I. %m of 4S, the
other an I. %« of 81. The feeble-minded child waa not
able to discriminate weights as well as tha normal child.
The median limen for definitely feeble-minded pupils, that .
is, thoee with an I . %• belo* 70, was 9.44 grams. The
average for pupils over 70 was 5.31 graae; for those over
80 the average weight discrimination ability was '.96 grams
Thus it is clearly evident from the data obtained that
feeble-minded children cannot on the average discriminate
weights as wall as normal children. This would seem to
indicate that there Is a positive relationship between
intelligence and weight discrimination ability.
Dependence on Scholastic Ability , yigure 10 is a
frequency curve of the distribution of pupils accorling
to scholastic ability. The curve is not very symmetrical.
The median is 8*. the average is 78. This graph
indicates
that there are toe awmy hlfih mark* given in the
school.
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There are *"ifty-t«ro pupils nrhc hare an average or over 90j£ f
ani according to the distribution given by ft^rch* there
ehaula be only twenty -one pupils ^Itb an average of over
The correlation between scholastic ability and weight
iiserlmination ability is .235 .046. The correlation Is
present but low. The correlation between ability to
discriminate weights and ability in the various school
subjects shoes no correlation* The correlations are:
boose Tconomios , *23 .12} Mathematics. »12 *0&;
laryu^e, .11 .05; Commercial, .066.
i Starch* D«. Fducational 5EBS85S^ PHKTSH Co^rany.
Hew York. 1924.
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PUIBABT /.Ht- CCECLUSICS
1 . Fupmsary
The chief purpose of this investigation is to make
a critical study of the relationship between the ability
to discriminate lifted weights and the following: (1)
intelligence, (2) scholastic ability, (3) age, (4) sex,
(5) grade, 16) athletic ability, and (7) ability in a *lde
range of school subjects chosen as being Indicative of
special aptitudes. The relationships have been considered
in several forms and a general sum-nary of the complete
study will next be presented,
i, r> rafff Ability . The average ability to discriminate
lifted weights is a Umen of 6.9 grams. This means that
the average child can tell the difference between 80 grams
and b6 .9 grams or d? gran*.
Individual 14 fferences . The ability to discriminate
weights differs very considerably among normal pupils.
Some pupils were able to discriminate as closely as .25
of a gram, while others could not discriminate 30 grams.
In the lowex grades and ages there was a greater range
of abilities.
Age.. There is a gradual Improvement in weight
discrimination from the sixth to the thirteenth year.
54
.After sixteen, Jiscrlminat lon t apparently, improves. The
coefficient of correlatitu between ages and lifted weights
is .38 .03. Therefore, from the result© of this study,
the ability to discriminate lifted weights cnn be said to
improve with age.
fie x . Boys axe superior to girls in the ability to
discriminate wel^ts. The average limen for the boys was
6.36 and for girls fc.3 gramas . Vhen boys and girls
are considered together there is a gradual increase in
ability to the eleventh year, but when considered separately
marked differences of sex appear.
Grade . The ability to discriminate weights increased
from the first to the sixth grades. The fifth grade was
superior to all except the tenth, eleventh and t*elth grades*
Pre*;; thg WTfth r,r:Ao Htyg -.Mllty continue^ M t*MNM
through the tenth grade. The coefficient of correlation
between weight discrimination and grade is .45 .03. This
indicates a positive marked relationship between weight
discrimination ability and grade.
HBjgttj Ability . The average weight discrimination
ability for the athletes in the high school *as 3.76
grams,
for the non-athletes 4.09 grams. This is a superiority
of
.93 grasts in favor of the athletes.
frtfcflBgfagtom* The average
ability to discriminate
weights was 7.4 grams for the left-handed
children and 6.9
55
gran* for the normal children.
Intelligence . The range of intelligence quotients
was from 40 to 141. The average I. K . was 92. The
correlation between the ability to discriminate weight*
and the intelligence quotient is .23 .04. There Is a
marked positive correlation for ages seven and nine. It
is .52 The correlation is positive but low for
all other ages
.
In the eighth grade there is a high correlation between
the intelligence quotient and weight discrimination ability.
These correlations are negative but low in the fourth, fifth,
sixth, ninth, and eleventh grades. In the ether grades they
are positive but low.
wf«ble Minded . The feeble winded child
was not able
to discriminate weights as well *• the normal child. The
median llmen for definitely feeble-minded pupils was 9.44
grams. Tor norm&l children the average weight discrimination
ability was 4.98 graras.
jgfrjflajit Ability . The correlation
between scholastic
ability and waight discrimination ability is .235
.04«.
The correlation between ability to discriminate
wei^ts and
ability in the various school subjects shows no correlation.
The following is a summary of the most Important
correlations:
b6
Coefficient ot*
Subject Correlation
height Piscrimination with I# .23 .04
• • Age .36 .03
• * .45 .034
• • .24 .06
• * .18 .05
* t.'CItv'i'lo v /It'll J vjr .235 .046
« * .123 • Co
* m
t}/M^| ^P^a AVI Ami flM
•23
^ ^> /- anA V* 4 a
.066
« • .12 .05
• i f» I Mo C I .014 .14
m * Graae II .22 .1
m m n liiai-C III .18 .1
o raae I
v
.03 .13
» * • Onae V .16 .1
• *
f **m J a VT
.26 .1
• * • urctcte vi i .38 .13
* if • Grade VIII .71 .07
• * • Grade IX .025 .14
• « Grade X .38 .12
w m • Grade XI .18 .13
ft w • Grade XII .266 .12
e » • Age 6 .13 .13
'J?
Subject
Coefficient of
Correlation
with Age 7 .52 .1
a i 8 .31 .1
m • 9 .515 .1
m 10 .32 .12
m 9t 11 .32 .12
w 12 .15 .1
m m 13 . AO
* « 14 •26 .11
m 15 .32 .12
n 16 .16 .11
* m 16-19 .34 .1
Dlsou»8lon of Results . The average ability to
discriminate lifted weights was found to be 6.9 grams by
the author. The loses t average linen eas found by
Seashore1 , this was 4.7 grans; Spearman
2 found th# average
limen to be 5.33 grama, while ^eber
A found it to be 7.5
grams
.
Tvery investigator has found a wide range of abilities
A range of thirty gzs*» was net enough to test the author's
ge« York, 1908, 216.
-Spearman, C, General Intelligence Ob leotivelv Peterained
and Measured . St. J . , 15: 1904 , "'01-293.
3Weber, F. H. , ^er Tastsi nn uni das 6 erne in gefiihl
in
'.
V|ft»r«s Hand vorterbunh 1. Phvslol. Vol. 35, 1846.
Msubjects. Other Investigators have found that their ranges
of weights were not vide enough. This finding would be
expected since the earlier ttftst tigatcrs did net use as
wide s range cf weights as has been used by the author,
Gilbert's1 range was 18 grass, Mise Thompson 1 s2 range was
20 gratis •
The author found a gradual improvement in weight
discrimination from the sixth to the thirteenth year, and
after the sixteenth year.
Gilbert* found an improvement from the sixth to the
thirteenth year but nc improvement after the fourteenth
year. The coefficient cf correlation between ages and
lifted weights is .38 .03. Spearman's* results agree with
the authors* He found a correlation of .37 between lifted
weights and age.
The author found an average limen of 6.36 grams for
the boys and an average limen cf 8.5 gram* for the girls.
Bart and Koore4 found boys much superior to girls. Kis
average was 8.5 grass for the beys, 1£.5 grants for the
^Gilbert, J. A., figgjB w ^ ~ ?n^g^g^Z
r^vclorment of School Chil-iren. f5d. Yale Ps. Lab. H
100
.
2Tho«p.on, H. B., J** Mental Traits of S^. Chicago 190S.
: T.- t-,,r: >n, C, General cb \rc ' 1flfel|*<art>|i
4 Burt, C, Txrerlaental T..ta cf C*n«»T*1 Intpm^ngfi.
Br. J. 3: 1312, t>.566.
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girls. All investigators nave found boys to be mu h
superior to girls*
In the Binet-£i»cn sonlr the test of arrangement of
weights, which necessitates discrimination of lifted
weights, is a nine-year test. This would seem to agree
with the Marked correlation between intelligence found by
the author to exist in the ninth year.
Conclusions - From this study it Is possible to draw
several conclusions* Due to the low correlation between
weight discrimination and intelligence 9 weight discrimination
tests should not be placed in a general intelligence test.
The high correlation In the eighth grade would Justify the
placing of the weight discrimination test in an eighth
grade intelligence test. The weight test might be used
in an intelligence test for grades seven and nine but this
is uestionable. The weight discrimination test can not
be Justifiably placed in any test for determining special
abilities in school subjects, due to the insignificant
correlations between weight discrimination abilities in
school subjects.
SMfoiaaaons for Further Study . A high correlation,
apparently, exists between weight discrimination ability
and intelligence in the eighth grade. Tor the present
study there were twenty-three pupils in the eighth grade.
6 0
If the weight discrimination test *ere given to a large
nuraber of eighth graders, and the results correlated *ith
the intelligence of the a ^e eighth graders, the validity
cf this high correlation cculi be tested.
In the ages seven and nine there was a marked
correlation between intelligence and weight iisorimination
ability. The accuracy of these correlations oeul<1 be
determined by testing irany seven and nine year old
children. After farther testing *lth a large number of
cases, if these correlations were found tc be accurate,
the weight discrimination test could be Justifiably
placed in Intelligence tests for the eighth grade and for
seven and nine year olds .
Appendix
fables for converting scores on the intelligence
tests Into sient il ages.
TASL? 1 (^lntn«r Cunnlri£he«)
Revised Mental Ages Corresponding To Scores
(B&sed on 2$, 533 OAtae)
Kent*! Ae* *.>nt*2 15SEB1 Q*
Score Item Beer* Tears Score Years
an4 Vonthe and ifontis and Sonthe
lfiB*fcg Santos tenths
9: 10 I c- : * 69 1 7:12 95
s sot 47 22 5:20 70 42 8: 0 96
s 4: 0 23 6: 0 72 43 8: 2
4 4: 1 49 24 6: 2 73 44 8: 3 99
1 4: s M 25 6: 2 74 48 «: 5 2C2
c 4: 4 52 M 6 : 3 75 46 8t 6 1 -2
7 4: 3 5S 27 6: 4 76 1? 8: 7 205
8 4: 6 54 28 6: 8 78 48 fc: 9 205
9 4: 7 58 29 6: 7 79 49 6: 10 206
10 4: 9 9T SO 6: 9 « 50 8:22 207
21 4:20 58 S3. 6:20 4* 52 9: 0 108
22 4: 11 59 32 6:21 83 52 9: 220
IS 5: 0 60 33 7: 2 85 53 9: 3 212
14 ft: 2 62 34 7: 3 54 9: 4 112
25 5: 3 63 S§ 7: 3 n 55 9: 5 123
26 5: 4 64 36 7: 5 b9 56 9i 7 115
17 3: 5 65 37 7: 6 90
lb If 4 66 H 7: 7 92
19 II 7 6? 39 7: 9 93
?0 5: 6 68 M 7:20 94
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60 SB
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10 80
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61 124 91 137 121 160 151 190 181 220
as 115 92 137 122 160 152 191 162 221
63 116 93 138 123 161 153 192 183 222
64 117 94 138 124 162 154 193 184 223
65 US 95 139 125 163 155 194 185 224
66 113 96 140 126 165 156 195 186 rP5
67 119 37 141 127 166 157 196 167 226
68 119 98 142 128 167 158 197 188 227
69 120 99 142 129 168 159 198 189 228
70 121 ICO 143 13C 169 160 199 190 229
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Table 4 gives provisional mental age equivalent* in terns
of the Stanford-Binet Scale. These equivalents were determined
by swans of a ao«pari son of scores ©f ^06 pupils in the Teratan
£rou£
Terman
Test
Score
210
205
200
19S
SfcanfcV-i-
Binet
Ment 1 Acs
19-6
19-3
19-0
ld-9
f errsan
Group Test
Score
110
105
100
35
Vinst
dent il Age
14-20
14-T
14-4
14-1
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165
2*0
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ia-7
id-4
ld-i
17-10
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65
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7S
IS -11
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13-5
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170
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17-3
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16-11
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16-3
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11-9
11-6
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15-1
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11-1
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16 211 11 *
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•I? 229 12 if 9d ISO .5 SI 74 74 87
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21 236 11 83 77 4 67 if 73
22 210 11 F 91 105 ttl 75 86 92
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'24 226 11 X 89 2 72 72 70 74
•25 162 11 F 86 74 .5 66 71 70 79 75
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29 204 11 ¥ 58 4 oo f o Oft AO
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46 161 10 7 96 103 1 87 89 88 88
47 169 10 y 102 102 8 86 89 81 85
48 190 10 102 136 3.6 64 77 88
49 208 10 8 90 101 73 60 73
•50 178 10 F 90 80 s 86 82 63 89
Age Score on ^elght Scho-
in Inteili- Dieorlw- laetio
Wc. Mom. Grade Sex I.
. grnoe Teat 1nation At. L w,r . >:^c. Cos-.
51 177 10 F 101 111 3 74 74 60 85
•52 194 10 V HG 90 3.5 87 78 85
S3 181 10 F 99 112
54 178 10 F 102 116 5 79 79 60 88
55 202 10 ¥ 92 107 4 80 71 68
•56 176 10 H 113 148 5 89 8? 91
57 176 9 M 85 6C 3 80 82 81
58 164 9 If 105 97 4 80 79 72
59 182 9 1 97 107 4 83 75 85
60 173 9 F 105 114 7
61 173 9 f 86 59 12
6? 179 9 F 84 61 4 82 81 86 84
•63 193 9 1 92 109 60 63 43
•64 175 9 F 109 133 8 84 84 85 85
65 166 9 K 99 85 2.5 87 82 85
•66 174 9 F 95 88 7 92 90 92 92
•67 174 9 F 78 36 6
68 185 9 F 85 75 7
69 178 9 F 107 131 3 70 74 67 80
•70 172 9 f 106 119 92 96 89 93
f A 9 - 99 r 78 £<4
72 195 9 K 88 95 6 74 68 75
73 170 9 F 124 167 4 96 97 95 34
74 170 9 H 111 130 6 70 67 65
75 186 9 M 80 59 4 73 65 66
Age Score en 'eight Fche-
la InteUl- Eieorim- lattic
Ho* fees* Grade Sex fenee Test ination /». Lang. Kath. H.Tc
•76 223 9 I 83 79 5 66 60 60
7? 198 9 f 94 114 .5
78 166 9 f 122 151 8
79 152 6 126 152 1 91 93 90
60 156 a f 108 130 4 82 83 78
81 163 8 F 85 96 7 77 78 79
82 161 6 F 120 154 4 95 97 92
83 174 6 F 114 159 3 91 95 8?
84 183 8 M 75 94 4.5 79 78 75
85 150 8 M 119 139 3 87 93 79
86 158 8 F 96 160 8 84 05 81
87 163 8 F 107 136 5 91 93 85
88 152 8 F 109 127 10 85 a« 88
89 166 8 I 80 oti 8 33 75 85
90 174 8 31 86 109 10 76 70 70
91 150 6 II 131 157 1 88 39 92
92 161 8 F 116 14? 4 88 95 82
93 167 8 U 104 135 3 79 84 89
94 175 8 F 103 141 2 M 95 93
95 190 8 If 82 117 73 69 75
96 20? 8 M 73 97 12 70 75 70
97 159 8 F 125 160 8 94 95 95
98 163 8 F 112 144 5 92 93 93
99 163 8 I 106 133 5 89 90 9C
100 158 8 U 117 146 3 S8 90 87
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Bo. KMU Grade Sex gence Te»t 1nation Lmng. Jl&th. H.Tc. Com.
101 14? 7 141 166 .5 94 92 96
102 156 ? 92 100 .5 82 80 82
103 133 7 F 113 140 4 91 94 94
104 174 7 X 69 114 s 61 6? 75
105 162 7 F 64 90 4.5 77 75 73
ice 195 7 F 78 108 18
107 166 7 8 M 120 9
108 153 7 F 91 95 3 87 87 85
109 163 7 F 95 115 7 79 75 66
110 146 7 F 97 97 8 64 84 80
111 178 7 M 90 123 2 77 77 77
112 164 7 F 84 93 4.5 80 80 78
113 156 7 M 108 129 1.5 86 87 93
114 158 7 F 105 12? 10 94 93 95
115 143 7 F 106 115 7 96 95 89
116 159 7 F 69 99 •
11? 149 7 F 96 100 8 85 83 83
lie 142 7 F 113 123 'a.
5
93 95 95
119 149 7 F 106 119 7 86 84 83
120 180 7 1 61 104 2.5 74 70 75
121 156 6 F 91 99 4.5
122 164 6 V 6? 72 5
123 180 6 F 60 64 7 60
124 132 6 F 123 125 7 95
125 129 6 122 119 3 92
r
f
Age Score on Telght Hcho-
iu Intellt- Dlscrlm- lA«tie
Ho. Mo*. Grade Sex gene* *>et lnaticn v. Lv»g . Hath* H.vc. Com*
126 140 6 7 126 136 3 96
12? 174 6 } 75 S3 4*5 72 74 7u
123 143 6 I 103 107 2
129 134 6 M 78
130 140 6 V V4 80
Hi 76
131 122 6 K 134 125 s ^5
132 133 6 7 HQ 118 7 87 ad 85
133 174 6 K 84 105 u 74 OtJ
134 170 6 y 109 4
135 174 6 a 102 133 5 (Z 67
136 136 6 F 113 116 Q i CD c:7>
137 134 6 M 66 65 6
138 142 6 U tt6 71 5
139 135 6 a 110 icy? 7 c5
140 13d 6 u 113 216 • 5 c .-
141 131 • u IIS 107 7
142 184 6 H ?C 79 12 73 CO
143 136 6 M 110 10£ 7
ni)
/ /
144 190 6 69 M 6
145 134 6 119 122 0 ^ %J
146 192 6 u 63 SI 4 77
19FN
147 122 6 7 112 92 3 79
148 159 6 V &7 93 • ec 75
72
149 128 5 7 111 99 2.5 93
198 114 5 a 110 74 2.5 36
Age Scot* on height Boho-
ln Intelli • Dlacrim- lastio
No. Uoe. Grade S« X •«* • fence Teat 1nation Air* Lang. Hath. H.^c. Coot.
151 142 5 X 115 125 6 88
152 159 F 83 84 6 77
153 144 5 K 108 116 12 95
154 141 6 76 52 3 73 74 75
155 lid S f 122 101 6 91
156 166 5 is o3 92 .5
15"? lib 5 M
.
1Q3 71 S 91
158 122 5 F 108 85 3 7b
159 179 5 7 50 31 7 71 68 67
160 148 5 F 76 60 3 76
161 134 5 V 113 111 7 92
162 153 5 F 90 91 4 78 78 78
163 136 5 F 79 52 3,5 88
164 173 5 F 77 87 8 75 75 7
165 134 5 i 104 95 3 82
166 122 5 1 134 125 1 97
167 123 5 F 96 66 4 86
166 146 5 V 92 87 6 84
169 162 5 F 75 71 8 82 70
76
170 163 5 F 4J8 101 2 75 72
74
( 1 I 77 72 .5 72
172 120 5 y 113 90 1.5 90
173 124 5 F 95 66 2.3 83
174 139 S K B6 67 4 83
175 118 5 1 111 82 7 83
in
Ho* tfcs* Uxvtde Sex I.**
rccn- on ^elglit
I ntei ^ i - Biso rlps-
ge ncc Test i nation
retic-
les tic
At* Lang* Hath* H.vn. C
176 178 5 7 64 61 7 69
177 144 5 V 47 4 .9 85
176 115 4 F 99 61 10 68
179 133 4 F 74 46 6 88
iao 109 4 F 94 47 ; .5 85
181 122 4 i 105 79 6 85
182 112 4 g 77 26 10 85
183 122 A M 92 58 12 72
184 154 1 U 64 42 4
185 125 4 F 82 47 1
186 115 4 P 97 57 6 88
187 153 4 J 88 69 12 88
188 4 U 7 75
189 106 4 V 117 73 12 96
190 125 4 u 79 43 3 72
191 167 4 ? 86 100 7 73
192 131 4 u 93 71 5 77
193 110 4 » 120 84 6 96
194 150 4 F 77 62 7 83
195 104 4 V 81 24 12
A 7 69 68 25 74
197 114 4 82 35 1
198 122 4 H 88 53 3 t*5
199 124 4 K 94 63 12
200 118 4 M 102 69 7 36
Age Scor* on *ei£iit Soho-
in Intel XI - Diaorln- lastic
Ho* Koa . Gr&de Sex gence Test 1 nation Av. L mg. K%th. H.Tc. Coroa.
201 115 *f H m
202 127 4 U il
£03 107 4 X 113
MM 126 4 r 105
205 110 4 K 80
;;06 121 4 w 81
20? 138 4 jr 90
£08 162 4 ? 62
209 152 4 74
?10 149 4 F 64
211 175 4 v 44
212 9a 3 T 36
219 95 * F 115
314 97 a 94
215 97 aw M 118
,16 124 3 J 65
21? 94 -ft•J ¥ 128
218 115 u 77
219 101 3 w 92
no 109 w a 71
CM 87
•'22 12b 3 M 64
223 101 3 m 76
224 143 3 u 71
?25 151 3 r 74
U2 3 89
48 ta 75
70 6
84 8
29 12 59
42 3 84
73 14 95
44
58 .3 65
39 9
21 4.5
53 10 96
73 25 93
59 5 96
76 7 96
45 16
80 7 96
58 5
61 7 81
40 • 83
79 8 / D
49 £5
40 4.5 73
68 7 65
75 6 75
Age Score on height Seho-
in Intelll- Ilscri^- laetle
Wo. Woe. Grade Sex I genet* Test i nation Av. Lang. Vath. K.Tc. Coien.
226 156 3 44
227 122 3 u 98
228 108 3 F 78
J 146 3 y 66
230 162 3 Fm 47
231 -» ' . 'A 3 u• - 74
232 124 3 y 67
Ml 3 y &2
234 100 3 F 78
235**» %^ M 3 K 61
336 104 3 y 90
737 122 3 y 75
238 98 3 p 100
iM lea 3 77
Mfl in 3 y 68
?41 139 3 y 58
98 3** W 84
1?4 j 76
116 VP 74
•m *» %> 127 3 IS i<&
2 46 98 2 M 76
"47 66 a M 106
248 m 2 y 105
249 84 2 I 108
250 100 2 y 96
''4 7 65
79 12 79
54 7 6G
6b
4 *
52
42 7
76
44 J5
62 3 .5 m
59 3.5 75
65 2 6
-14 s 95
"*7 9
A U
79
6? 4.9 65
14 95
/ D
25 5 75
39 14 85
34 3
38 12 35
42 6 70
in Intelli- ftisor i*- l»«ti©
Kca. Gr*0« Sen gence Test ination At. I.ang. Bath. H.-c. Corw*
•f m 1 / litMi 2 95
2 52 2 Vp If* 7 95
9B 2 M7 4
254w~ 4kW ** # Ml 1 it 65
P v 7%f o Ml 65
256 104 2 SI ft* O 70
2%7 1G£ Off oo Tu H
e^u 7 A 9*9
«£ r 12
«- . 111 ^1 Q 67
V IM M f M6D
9 uH 1U 60
*v f * «7 65
JF
11 A V ^5
v 67
im
<c Jr iM 4 70
2 - , r; /6 I
H
* AuO 40 1 75
OA *t ©V Jf Ml 26 Mi
Mi y 1 * "1 9 V 71/ X to Kmm
5 7 Tj
•» ¥ ?D
V71 89 % 1 97 34 13 70
272 84 2 H 103 34 12 65
273 101 2 &6 3S 16 75
274 90 2 91 31
275 92 2 ? 9fc 37 1.5
Age Score { el&nt ?clic-
In TntftXll- Diacrim- lMtlo
TJc. Uo«. Grade Sex I.q. £<snce Teet i nation A v. Lang. Math. H #To. C©r» #
276 82 2 K 128 48 6 95
277 84 2 K 19 7
278 112 T 78 m 25 65
279 142 2 St 78 15 10 60
280 91 2 y 93 33 12 85
?81 116 I 70 30 20 65
282 104 2 ? 67 21 25 65
T'3 128 2 ? 64 31 16 65
284 86 2 i 87 26 25 65
285 116 2 i -JO 49 65
286 92 2 i 12C 55 •
28*/ 79 1 92 24 6
288 76 1 r 99 £6 25
289 92 1 i 78 23
2^0 73 1 122 37 10
291 90 1 114 47 14
292 78 1 78 14
295 78 1 100 28 30
"94 77 1 r 91 22 12
295 as 1 ? 61 21
J6 67 1 y 76 16 20
Jl 80 F 99 29 20
298 72 y 96 10
299 77 K
300 79 P 93 33 14
Aft Score on ^elght Sen©-
in Intalli- Siaoria- l&stle
Ho. Wo*. Gr&d* S«x g«nce T«»t lrutti on Av. I.'n . Math. H«*e« Ccwwu
501 37 1 F 90 28 18
302 76 1 1 67 6
303 81 1 79 5 5
304 78 1 68 f 50
305 94 1 80 ?6 12
306 82 1 100 31 10
307 65 1 *#» 81 £1 25
3ce 73 1 1*hi ins 26 25
309 73 1 Y 118 a$ 7
310 77 1 y 79 14 25
311 81 1 F 73 IS 14
312 97 1 if 71 20 18
313 96 1 y 70 m 16
314 99 1 jr 83 31 10
315 84 n p 65 i 10
316 74 i 64 2 6
317 i T 12
318 77 i f 103 29 6
319 89 V 71 15 30
720 84 1 t 79 18
M
321 77 1 K 75 11 6
w' J 1•* 71 15 14
328 76 l H 100 25 u
324 F 14
325 108 1 F 66 25 5
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